
JixiPix Software  -  Software for Hobbyists and Enthusiasts 
(https://jixipix.com/software/hobbyists-and-enthusiasts.html) 

 

Photo Artista (Classic Oil Paint Effect on Canvas). Photo Artista is an oil 
painting app that takes no time to master to create your own work of 
original art. Our efficient methods, combined with an easy interface that 

requires a few easy steps: choose photo, choose setting and save. Artista Oil 
does all the work for you or use the fully adjustable controls to customize your 
masterpiece, it is that simple!  

A classic oil and impressionism paint style features JixiPix's sophisticated brush 
system and natural lighting. Customize the painting with fine control over brush size, 
stroke color, tone, canvas strength and canvas color. Finish off your painted 
masterpiece with an included library of artistically painted edges. 

https://jixipix.com/artista-oil/details.html 

 

Artoon (Colorful Illustration Cartoon Effect). Quickly turn yourself into an 
Artoonist, as you create professional looking cartoons from your snapshots 
and images. Artoon is an easy-to-use app that will create colorful 

illustrations for the basis of your design projects or simply have fun transforming 
profile pictures into toon-like characters.  With a few simple adjustments you can 
change colorful characters with thick outlines to ones with lots color that will make 
your toon pop. Four colorful toon styles: Vectoon, Poptoon, Artoon and Monotoon 

converts photos instantly to colorful art, then allows you to adjust the color palette and 
outlines. Included in the Poptoon style is several bright color palettes, use them as they 
are or make your own and save it as a preset for future use. Brushes are also included 
to remove outlined areas with options to brush them back in when needed. 

https://jixipix.com/artoon/details.html 

 

Chalkspriation (Chalky Blackboard Effect with Embellishments). Creating 
chalkboard art is crazy and fun. The swooshes, the light shading and the 
dusty backgrounds are just a few elements that makes this media 

enchanting to behold. Chalkspiration starts by automatically converting your 
image to chalky outlines with light shading then allows you to place objects from a 
library of included flourishes, banners, embellishments and fonts. To get started, 

https://jixipix.com/software/hobbyists-and-enthusiasts.html
https://jixipix.com/artista-oil/details.html
https://jixipix.com/artoon/details.html


choose one of our ready to customize preset templates or create your own using tools 
from within the app that will add images and clipart then allows you to resize, flip, rotate 
and duplicate them exactly the way you want. 

https://jixipix.com/chalkspiration/details.html 

Vintage Scene (Aging Photo Effects with Tone, Texture and Old Borders) is 
the best special effects software for photo enthusiasts.  Vintage Scene is 
a unique algorithm that automatically combines several classic effects: 

Sepia tone, grain, darkened edges, distressed paper, along with an aged effect 
that gives the image a look of one that time has left behind with only bright blacks 
and darkening whites. Vintage Scene is easy to use but gives the user control to 
change each component for a unique look on each photo brimming with passion, 

life and beauty. 

 https://jixipix.com/vintage-scene/details.html 

 

Dramatic Black and White (Extraordinary Black and White Photo Filters 
with Spotlight).  Everyone knows it doesn't get better than classic Black & 
White—it is the artistic soul of photography. Using Dramatic Black & 

White, you can make your own black and white photographs, ones where light 
and contrast, grit and form come together to tell a story; where stone and sky, 
water and light transcend the material world and ascend to the Photographers' 
Gallery. 

     https://jixipix.com/dramatic-black-and-white/details.html 
 

Watercolor Studio -  Part of the JixiPix Professional Series Apps -  
    (Automated Photo to Watercolor Software with Realistic and 
Natural Style) creates fluid, liquidy, translucent watercolors with 

paint that flows naturally. Built on-top of an incredible rendering system that 
uses real-world techniques, this application does the initial work, producing a 
watercolor instantly, then allows you to customize your paintings using an 
array of Sliders, Layers, Brushes, Color Washes and Artistic finishes. The end 

result—print quality watercolors filled with transparent luminosity and sheer 
beauty. 

Watercolor Studio uses artificial intelligence and image recognition to render the initial 
watercolor then gives you the ability to create infinite variations quickly and easily. 

https://jixipix.com/chalkspiration/details.html
https://jixipix.com/vintage-scene/details.html


Change paintings into an ink wash, add a beautiful artistic finish, brush in details, and 
even spatter it with liquid spots. Control everything from details-to-shades-to-negative 
space-to-coloring. No artistic skill needed!  Use it as a standard application or blend it 
into your workflow with our included plugin for: Photoshop, Elements, Lightroom, 
PaintShop Pro and Affinity Photo. 

https://jixipix.com/watercolor-studio/details.html 

Apps from other developers 

 

Waterlogue Create watercolor paintings from your photos with just 
one click.  Available from the App store but you can get a free trial 
from the website) Features:  

Paint with new drawing, palette, tint, and detail options 
Create custom styles 

Experiment fearlessly with unlimited undo and redo 
Create, save, and return to projects with Waterlogue files 
New portrait and realism settings produce life-like, stunning paintings 
Print beautiful, high resolution, frameable art 
Supports light and dark interface modes 
Built for the Mac from the ground-up 

Visit the website for more information.  Tinrocket (https://www.tinrocket.com/apps/
waterlogue/mac/) 

 

Affinity Photo Affinity Photo has become the first choice for photography and 
creative professionals around the world, who love its speed, power and 
precision. Born to work hand-in-hand with the latest powerful computer 

technology, it’s the only fully-loaded photo editor integrated across macOS, 
Windows and iOS. 

Features:  
Raw Editing 
HDR Merge 
Panorama Stitching 

https://jixipix.com/watercolor-studio/details.html
https://www.tinrocket.com/apps/waterlogue/mac/
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Focus Stacking 
Batch Processing 
PSD Editing 
360 Image Editing 
Multi-Layer Comp 
Smart Object Support 
Digital Painging 

https://resources.serif.com/photo/start_guide/Affinity+Photo+Start+Guide.pdf 

https://affinity.serif.com/en-us/tutorials/photo/desktop/  - Video Tutorials 

https://affinity.serif.com/en-us/photo/ - Video Tutorials 
 

Luminar 4 is an all-in-one photo app designed to offer everything a modern 
photographer needs for photo editing. Give all your photos a look you want 
in seconds. Make the necessary edits on a single image. And instantly sync 

all the adjustments with a click. It also works great as a plugin and an external 
editor for every photographer’s workflow. 

New photographers and mobile shooters will appreciate a simple approach using 
one-click Luminar Looks and universal tools like cropping, noise reduction, and image 
healing. 

Casual photographers may start with those same Luminar Looks, but will soon 
“graduate” to using Luminar’s purpose-built tools which achieve great results quickly. 

For passionate enthusiasts and professionals, the full gamut of editing tools such as 
brushes, layers, blending modes, texture overlays, an editing history menu and much 
more herald a new generation of advanced photo editing possibilities. 

Skylum (Developer)  
 https://skylum.com/luminar-b?utm_expid=.XQqklUJvR0Cy-SffJ1fBwQ.
1&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fskylum.com%2Faccount%2Fmy-software 

https://resources.serif.com/photo/start_guide/Affinity+Photo+Start+Guide.pdf
https://affinity.serif.com/en-us/tutorials/photo/desktop/
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https://skylum.com/luminar-b?utm_expid=.XQqklUJvR0Cy-SffJ1fBwQ.1&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fskylum.com%2Faccount%2Fmy-software


Aurora HDR  by Skylum  No halos. No artifacts. No chromatic aberration. Get 
the highest quality of bracket merging, and a spectacular level of color 
enhancement, thanks to the power of Artificial Intelligence. 

Unlock unprecedented detail and expanded dynamic range from single photos!  
Enjoy a freedom to create whatever you want with powerful layers, blending 

modes, masking and other features.  Also includes Batch Processing and RAW support. 

Works as both a standalone or plug-in to Photos, Photoshop, Lightroom 

https://skylum.com/aurorahdr/education?product=aurora 

 

HDRTIST NX 
Really easy HDR - Slider editing, 1-Click Styles, most options within a 
couple of clicks, Retains detail in high contrast areas, Use one or more - 

jpegs or raw. 

Ohanaware - https://www.ohanaware.com/hdr/ 

 

TouchRetouch (Quick Repairs and cloning software) Wipe away unwanted 
content from your photos in an instant. 

Eliminate distractions from your photos in a few simple steps — select an object 
with Brush or Lasso, and then tap the Go button. 

Try the first-of-its-kind tool for a single-touch line removal the app offers. Tap anywhere 
along a linear object — and the app will remove it whole. 

Remove small imperfections from your photos by tapping them. Only blemishes, and 
not the content around them, are carefully marked and taken away. 

ADVA Sof GmbH  https://adva-soft.com/app-pageTouch.html 

https://skylum.com/aurorahdr/education?product=aurora
https://www.ohanaware.com/hdr/
https://adva-soft.com/app-pageTouch.html


       Topaz Labs AI Suite  https://topazlabs.com/shop/ 
 

Mask AI - Creating complex selections by hand always takes longer than 
expected. Meet Topaz Mask AI. Mask AI allows you to create tricky masks in 
record time thanks to our machine learning technology and trimap technique. 

 

Adjust AI leverages the power of artificial intelligence to transform your photos 
into something incredible with one click,. Our AI-powered modes bring out 
colors, shadows, details, and more. 

 

DeNoise AI - Shoot anywhere in any light with no reservations. Eliminate noise 
and recover crisp detail in your images with the first AI-powered noise 
reduction tool. You may be surprised at the results you get. 

 

Sharpen AI is the first sharpening and shake reduction software that can tell 
difference between real detail and noise. Create tack-sharp images even when 
you’re shooting handheld or at night. 

 

Gigapixel AI - Enlarging your image without losing detail has always been 
impossible… until now. Upscale your photos by up to 600% while perfectly 
preserving image quality with the power of AI. 

 

Jjpeg rawPEG to RAW - Use machine learning to convert JPEG to high-quality 
RAW for better editing. Prevent banding, remove compression artifacts, recover 
detail, and enhance dynamic range.

https://topazlabs.com/shop/

